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This paper proposes a non recursive solution for coupled Riccati 
equations appearing in open-loop Nash discrete time linear quadratic 
terms. By means of appropriate algebraic transformations and the 
use of Kronecker products a closed form solution of such coupled 
system is obtained. 

1. Introduction 

When noncooperative control problems are considered a game theoretic ap

proach is necessary: each decision maker tries to optimize his own cost function 

which may be more or less conflicting with others. An equilibrium solution must 

be sought and N ash strategy is a first natural choice. In this case , a player not 

can improve his payoff by deviating unilaterally for his N ash strategies lead to 

coupled Riccati equations. 
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Open loop N ash strategy for discrete time linear quadratic game is considered 

here.Take a deterministic linear-quadratic nonzero sum discrete time game of p 

players: 

p 

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + L B;u;(k), (1.1) 
. i=1 

where x(k) E IRn, u;(k) E IRr;, B; E IRnxr;, for IS iS p, and A is an invertible 

matrix in IRnxn. The performance index associated with player "i" (IS iS p) 
IS 

1 1 n-1 p 

J; = 2x(N)T K;Jx(N) + 2 L(x(kfQ;x(k) + L Uj{k)T R;juj{k)) (1.2) 
k=O j=1 

where all the weighting matrices are symmetric and R;;, for I S i S p, are 

positive definite. 

If an open loop N ash solution is sought for this problem, the necessary con

ditions to be satisfied are ([1],[2]): 

(1.3) 

and the costate vectors W; ( k) must satisfy 

When we introduce the linear transformations: 

(1.5) 

and use (1.3), the system (1.1) becomes 

x(k + 1) ={I+ S1 K1(k + 1) + S2K2(k + 1) + ... + SpKp(k + 1)} - 1 Ax(k)(1.6) 

where I is the identity matrix of order n and 

Coupled Riccati equations are obtained by substituting (1.5) and (1.6) into 

(1.4), i.e., 

K;(k) 

K;(N) 

p 

Q; +AT K;(k + 1){1 + L S;K;(k + 1)} - 1 A; 

K;,,. IS iS p 

(1.7) 
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These equations could be solved recursively from the terminal con-ditions since 

for k = N they are decoupled [3]. However, this means that K; ( k) will have to 

be stored along the whole horizon. Apart from this inconvenience, computation 

of K; ( k) involves the inversion of the lot of possibly ill conditioned matrices that 

may produce bad numericai results due to error accumulation. Furthermore, if 

the boundary conditions are changed then the recursive algorithm has to be 

started all over again. In such causes it is clear that a closed form solution of 

(1.6) would be more versatile, would avoid error accumulation and may be used 

to study stability properties. 

In a recent paper [4], an explicit solution ofthe problem (1.6) for the case of 

p = 2, and when the state weighting matrices in player's cost are proportional 

to each other, i.e., Q2 = o:Q1, where o: is a scalar, is given. The aim of the 

present paper is to find a computable closed form solution of the system (1.6) 

for a more general case that the one considered in [4]. 

2. Algebraic transformations and the closed 

form solution 

Let us consider a new index m defined by 

m=N - k (2 .1) 

and the change of variables by' 

'= x(N- m) = x(k) 
= Wj(N- m) = Wj(k), lS,iS,p 

(2.2) 

By rearranging and combining equations (1.3)-(1.6), one gets the necessary con

ditions to be satisfied by an open loop N ash strategy in the form 

I 
x(m + 1) 

W,(m+ 1) 

'IIp(m + 1) 

-- M I :Pl\(m:.mm\) ]·, ; ,j, 1 (0) = f{il £(0), I ,; j ,; p (2.3) 
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where 

A-1 A-1S1 A-1S2 A- 1s p 
Q1A- 1 AT+ Q1A- 1S1 Q1A- 1S2 Q1A- 1Sp 

M= Q2A- 1 Q2A- 1S1 AT+ Q2A- 1S2 ... Q2A- 1Sp (2.4) 

QpA-1 QpA- 1S1 QpA- 1S2 .. AT+ QpA- 1S 

Now let us introduce the change of basis 

x x 
~1 ~1 

I 0 0 0 

~2 
0 I 0 0 

w2 
0 L2 I 0 

~3 =T wa T= (2.5) 

~p wp 
0 Lp 0 I 

for appropriate matrices L2, L3 , ... , Lp in IRnxn to be determined. Thus, prob

lem (2.3) is equivalent to the following one 

where 

x(m + 1) 
~1(m + 1) 
w2(m + 1) 

x(m) 
~1(m) 

= s w2(m) (2.6) 

p 

A_1(S1 + L:sjLj) 
i=2 

p 

AT+ Q1A- 1(S1 + L:sjLj) 
i=2 

p 

S = (Q2- L2Q!)A- 1 AT L2- L2AT + (Q2- L2Ql)A- 1(S1 + LSiLi) 
i=2 

p 

(Qp- LpQl)A- 1 AT Lp- LpAT + (Qp- LpQ1)A- 1(S1 + LSiLj) 
j:2 
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A-1S2 

Q1A- 1S2 

AT+ (Q2- L2Ql)A- 1S2 

A- 1s p 

Q1A- 1Sp 

(Q2- L2Ql)A- 1Sp 

Note that if we take matrices L2, La, ... , LP, such that 

Qj=LjQlandATLj=LjAT, 2~j~p 

Then problem (2.6)-(2.7) takes the form 

x(m + 1) 
A-1s2 

~1(m + 1) 
w 

Q1A- 1S2 
w2(m + 1) = AT 

~P(m + 1 
0 

0 

where 

Solving (2.9) we obtain 

[ 
!(m) ] = G(m)x(O) 
wl(m) 

A-1sp 

Q1A- 1Sp 

0 

AT 

x(m) 

~1(m) 
w2(m) 

wp(m) 

67 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 
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where 

for m~ 1 and 

G(O) = [ I ] 
K11 

From (2.14) one gets 

x(m) =[I, O]G(m)x(O) 
~1(m) = [0, I]G(m)x(O) 

and, assuming invertibility of [I, O]G(m), it follows that 

x(O) = {[I, O]G(m)} - 1x(m) 

~ 1 (m) = [0, I]G(m){[I, O]G(m)} - 1x(m) 

From (1.4),(2 .17),(2.1) and (2 .2) one gets 

K1(k) = [O,I]G(N- k){[I,O]G(N- k)}- 1 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

and from (2 .5),(2 .10),(2.1 2) and (2.16) it follows that 

~i(m) = Lj~l(m) + wj(m) 
= {Lj [0, I]G(m) + (AT )m(Kjj- LjK11 )}{[I, O]G(m)}- 1x(m) (

2
·
19

) 

From (1.4),(2.1),(2.2) and (2.19) one gets 

or 

Kj(k) = {Lj[O, I]G(N- k) 
+(AT )N-k(Kif - LjK11 )}{[I , O]G(N - k)} - 1 

2 5, j5,p 

Kj(k) = LjK1(k) + (AT)N-k(Kjj - LjKlf ){[I, O]G(N- k)}- 1 

25,j5,p 
(2.20) 

Now we are going to consider the existence and the computation of solutions 

Lj, of (2.8). If A, B are matrices in IRmxn and IRkxs, respectively, then the 
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Kronecker product of A and B, denoted to A® B, is defined as the partitioned 

matrix 

A®B= 

If A E IRmxn , we denote 

A.j= 
[ 

a~J ] ,/ :S: j :S: n;vecM = 

a~J 
and for matrices M,N and P of suitable dimensions , from the column lemma 

[5,p.410], we get 

vec(M N P) =(PT ® M)vecN (2 .21) 

Taking into account (2.21) and by application of Kronecker products in each 

equation appearing in the system (2.8), it follows that the solvability of (2.8) is 

equivalent to the one of the linear system 

CvecLi = vec[O, Qi] (2.22) 

for 2 :S: j :S: p, where 

(2.23) 

If we denote by c+ the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of C, then from theorem 

2.3.2 of [7,p .24] , the system (2.22) is solvable if and only if, 

(2.24) 

Furthermore, under condit ion (2.24) the general solution of (2.22) for Lj is given 

by 

vecLi = c+vec [O , Qi ] + (I - c +c)z (2.25) 

2 2 

where I denotes the identity matrix in lRn xn and z is an arbitrary vector in 

lRn
2

• We recall that an effective procedure for computing c + may be found by 

using MATLAB,[6]. 

From the previous comments the following result can be derived : 

---
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THEOREM 1 Let us consider the coupled Riccati system (1. 7) and let us suppose 

that matrices A and Qj, for I S j S p, satisfy conditions (2.24} for 2 S j S p, 

and let L2, L3, ... , Lp be a solution of (2.8}. If G(m) is defined by (2.15} where 

W is given by (2.11}, and if the matrix [I, O]G(m) is invertible, then the solution 

of (2. 7) is defined by (2.18},(2.20}. 

Remark 1. Note that the case of p = 2 and Q2 = aQ1 , where a is a scalar, 

a solution of the corresponding system (2.8) is L2 = al. Thus, this case is a 

particular case of the one considered in the above theorem and the result of 

[4] is an easy consequence of it. However, it is interesting to point out that the 

solvability of (2.8) does not imply that matrices Q; are proportional. In fact if 

we consider the case of p = 2 and the problem (2.7) where 

A = [ ~ ~ l ' Q, = [ ~ ~ l ' Q, = [ : : l 
[ 11 11] an easy computation shows that matrix satisfies the system Q2 

L 2Q 1, L 2 AT =AT L2 but matrices Qr and Q2 not can be proportional. 
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Analiza rozwi~zania sprz~zonego r6wnania Ric

catiego dla dyskretnych liniowo- kwadratowych 

gier N as ha (bez sprz~zenia zwrotnego) 

W artykule przedstawiono analityczne rozwi<j:zanie sprzfCzonych r6wnari Ricca

tiego wystfCpUj<j:cych w rozwi<j:zaniach dyskretnych liniowo-kwadratowych grach 

typu.Nasha bez sprz~zenia zwrotnego. W tym celu wykorzystano odpowiednie 

przeksztalcenia algebraiczne oraz sumfC i iloczyn Kroneckera dla macierzy. 

AuaJIHTH"IIecKoe pemeuue conpB:>Keuuoro ypa.aue

HHB PHKK&TH AJIB AHCKpeTRbiX nuue:Auo-KB&ApaT

HbiX urp Hsma (6e3 o6paTno:A CBB3u) 

B cTaTbe rrpe)J.cTaBJieHo aHaJIHTH'iecKoe pemeHHe corrpJDKeHHbiX ypaBHHeHHD 

PHKKaTH, rroJIBJIJIIOIIJ;HXCJI rrpH orrpe)J.eJieHHH JI.HCKpeTHbiX JIHHeDHO-KBa)J.paT

HbiX Hrp THIIa Hama 6ea o6paTHOD CBJI3H. ,[(JIJI 3TOD n;eJIH HCIIOJib3YIOTCJI 

COOTBeTCTBYIOIIJ;He aJire6paH'ieCKHe rrpeo6pa30BaHHJI 1 a TaK:>Ke cyMMa H IIpO

H3Be)J.eHHe KpoHeKepa )J.JIJI MaTpHn;. 




